
Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jessica   Adams 

432 Kellogg St. Apt. #111  

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 
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We’ve performed surgeries on 
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ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
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must have heard 
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Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
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team and work with many 
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we were even able to start 
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Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
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comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
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and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 
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Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   
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the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 
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Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 
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on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Denise   Back 

2220 Glencoe Hills Dr. Apt #1 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Fan   Bai 

3276 Bluett Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Daniel   Bair 

716 Northside Ave 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Timothy   Baker 

6048 Lake Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jeanne   Ballew 

1320 Wright St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Joyce   Banks 

1738 laurel Bay Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nadean   Barker 

236 Whittier Street 

South Lyon, MI 48178 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sheila   Barnes 

7153 Pamela Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Alyiah   Bates 

793 Green Rd.  

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Katherine   Baur 

912 Brown Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Daryl   Bean 

2133 Laurel Oak Dr. N 

Howell, MI 48855 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Steve   Beattie 

4200 Packard rd.  

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Katie   Beck 

1805 Willowtree Ln. Apt C2 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Geoff   Beck 

9100 Prspect Hill 

Grass Lake, MI 49240 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Elizabeth   Bedore 

211 Perrin St 

Apt #1 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Macalester   Bell 

2015 First St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anna   Bennett 

618 Peninsula Ct 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

George   Berens 

840  Cliffs Dr. #203 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Marion   Bernier 

50478 Chester drive 

Plymouth, MI 48170 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Neal   Berwick 

8775 Spinnaker Way Apt #A1 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Danielle   Black 

7834 Hathaway Dr 

Northville, MI 48167 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 
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experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 
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for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Miriam   Blanchard 

2717 Arrowwood Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lisa   Blaskowski 

1681 Broadway St. Apt# 403 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sondra   Bobroff 

2260 Prarie St.  

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Eva   Bower 

1903 Pointe Lane #102 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sandy   Bowers 

10194 Elmcrest Road 

Whitmore Lake, MI 48189 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

David   Bowman 

7912 Briarbrook Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   Brakhage 

10755 Quigley Rd 

Dexter, MI 48130 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lois   Brako 

5225 Earhart Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ron   Brunt 

2300 Easy St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kelli   Bullock 

1450 Bardstown Tr 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jenny   Butler 

2835 S Wagner Rd Lot 191 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Alison   Campbell 

2180 Arbor Cir. W. Apt#101 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Estela   Cardenas 

3423 Carpenter Rd 

86 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Matthew   Cavagnaro 

360 N. Mansfield 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ram   Chandrajekaran 

2022 Crestland St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Long   Chen 

2365 Leslie Circle 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Amy   Cho 

2090 Pauline Blvd 

Apt TB 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anne Marie   Clark 

5623 Oakview Trail 

Jackson, MI 49201 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kate   Cleveland 

2730 Whitmore Lake Road 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Barbara   Collins 

12584 S. Platt Rd. 

Milan, MI 48160 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

David   Collins 

730 Gott St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Corrine   Connolly 

1102 Arborview Blvd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Erin   Coppersmith 

323 E Hamburg St 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Rachel   Cornellier 

13845 Monarch Drive 

South Lyon, MI 48178 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Chris   Coulter 

201 Middle Drive 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kathleen   Crilley 

2153 Arbor Cir W. 

Apt 1 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 
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pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Carla   Cronin 

451 Village Green Blvd #101 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Rebecca   Crouch 

7361 Earhart Rd 

South Lyon, MI 48178 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 
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1751 Broadview Lane, Apt. 

#521 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ronald   Culpepper 

4547 Hickory Pointe Blvd 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kathleen   Curtin 

422 Kellogg St. 

Apt. 74 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Helen   Daley 

P.O.Box  341 

Box 341 Chelsea,Mi 48118 

Chelsea, MI 48118 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jennifer   Dammeyer 

18464 Bush 

Chelsea, MI 48118 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Claire   Davis 

2489 Hearthside Drive 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jordan   Davis 

6950 Stommer Ct 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Maris   Day 

12965 Dixon Rd. 

Dundee, MI 48131 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   De Cicco 

3424 Edgewood 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nina   Dejongne 

4830 Washtenaw Ave 

Apt A3 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ian   Dinar Cuenco 

412 Pearl St. Apt# 2 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Terra   Downey 

5229 W. Michigan Ave. #306 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 
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 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Emily   Drier 

1623 Geneva Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jane   Duey 

3499 Pontiac Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michele   DuMont 

2683 Arrowwood Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Shawn   Eady 

333 Harbor Way 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kim   Emerson 

6988 McKean Rd. lot 27 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Joan   Erickson 

3361 Beaumont 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nancy   Evans 

2376 Pinecrest Ave 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michael   Fainter 

1515 Pear St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   Fcasni 

48592 Antique Rd 

Canton, MI 48187 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

John   Felton 

6278 Wilson Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   Fernandez 

1518 W. 13 Mile Rd.  

Royal Oak, MI 48073 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lacey   Flowers 

9839 Julie Dr. #62 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Molly   Free 

4291 Knollcrest Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Yaron   Fridman 

2100 Independence Blvd. #1 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Molly   Fuller 

3683 Middleton Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Charlie's   Fund 

1723 Plymouth Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michael   Gardner 

48681 S I-94 Service Dr 

Apt#103 

Belleville, MI 48111 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 
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Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 
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Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 
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Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 
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Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tera   Grills 

5931 Oakdale Ave. 

Woodland Hills, CA 91306 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Valentin   Gui 

418 Village Green Blvd. Apt. 

#203 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sharon   Hall 

1837 Century Ct 

Canton, MI 48188 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Julian   Hall 

1935 Pointe Ln. Apt #201 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 
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sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Taylor   Harlan 

26775 Pebbleview ct.  

Southfield, MI 48034 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nicole   Harris 

2608 Foster Ave. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Rudy   Hatfield 

21015 Greenbriar Lane 

South Lyon, MI 48178 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Linda   Hicks 

3056 Barclay Way 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lynn   Hoesing 

2370 Earl Shaffer Court 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Janet   Hohmann-Lamb 

891 Starwick 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Linda   Hool 

7 Plaza Del Centro 

Santa Fe, NM 87506 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Amanda   Horner 

2146 Lakeview Dr. Apt. #236 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Yu (Jessica)   Huang 

 3100 Tiger Lily Ct 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Eric   Irrgang 

1693 Broadway St. Apt # 403 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Graham   Ives 

1001 Maiden Ln. #5 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jeannie   Jackson-Eder 

4790 Washtenaw 

Apt A2 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lisa   Jacobs 

1726 Dexter Ave. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lake   Jacobson 

1371 Warner Creek Dr. 

Saline, MI 48176 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michelle   Johns 

1117 W. Huron St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ryan   Johnson 

461 Hayes St.  

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Colleen   Joiner 

1435 Evelyn 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Judy   Jones 

2224 Golfside Apt. #147 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Leah   Jones 

8413 Thames Ct. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Trish   Karbowski 

7627 Greene Farm Drive 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michele   Keena 

105 W. Willis Rd 

Saline, MI 48176 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kathleen   Kelly 

3503 Pheasant Run   Circle 3 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Clarke   Keranen 

8963 Joy Rd 

Plymouth, MI 48170 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kristina   Kinsey 

2987 Leslie Park Circle 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jean   Kledzik 

11748 Forest Drive 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 
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low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 
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for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Adam   Kokenakes 

1401 Trauer 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Steven   Kokenos 

1582 Robell 

Commerce Township, MI 

48390 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Erik   Kothen 

7980 Secretariat Dr. 

Saline, MI 48176 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Catherine   Krajcz 

5610 Stewart Rd 

Monroe, MI 48162 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Carol   Kremer 

3306 Edgewood Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Chris   Kretler 

2765 Lakehurst Ln 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Maria   Laderoot 

14158 Deering 

Livonia, MI 48154 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Megan   Lane 

2367 Leslie Circle 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Wilma   Lanning 

5001 Center Rd 

Linden, MI 48451 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nicole   Leonard 

4901 W M36 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Heide   Lewiston 

3431 Rush Lake Rd. 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Stacy   Liburd 

7341 Copper Creek Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michael   Lieberman 

1976 Traver Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Karen   Lindstrom 

4988 Kalmbach rd.  

Chelsea, MI 48118 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anna   Locke 

115 Fieldcrest St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Barbara   Lucas 

1211 Wright St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Craig   Lugiewicz 

226 Village Green Blvd, Apt # 

103 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Dawn   Mack 

665 N. Miami #3 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Megan   Maia 

45722 Lakeview Ct. 

Apt 15110 

Novi, MI 48377 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Christopher & Evgeniya   

Mangin 

1665 Landsdowne Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anthony   Mann 

1019 Buick Ave. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Thomas   Manning 

1467 Gregory 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tracy   Marsh 

1225 Broadway 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Richard   Martin 

469 Woodlawn 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lori   Marvel 

3660 West North Territorial 

Whitmore Lake, MI 48189 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Heidi   Mason 

2600 North Earhart Pl. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jack   Massarello 

47320 Maben 

Canton, MI 48187 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Betty   McQueary 

2302 Arrowwood Tr.  

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Diana   Melhorn 

PO BOX 131008 

Ann Arbor, MI 48113 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Virgina   Millen 

667 Alayne Ct. 

Brighton, MI 48114 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Shannon   Miller 

9937 Julie Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ashley   Molnar 

3535 Greenbriar Blvd. apt. 

36A 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jerry   Morgan 

1676 Leforge Rd 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Melissa   Morgan 

2421 Lancashire Dr. Apt. 

#TB 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Barb   Morris 

548 West Delhi 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Monica   Moya 

1715  Broadview Lane, Apt. 

#211 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ruth & Tim   Murphy 

911 Countrywood 

Plymouth, MI 48170 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sara   Neill 

406 N State #2 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Charles   Neubrecht 

335 Rose Hill 

Milford, MI 48381 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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fun facts 
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 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Evan   Nicoll 

9940 Woodland Dr. 

Jerome, MI 49249 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Rodney   Noel 

270 Stevens Dr. 

Apt. 201 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nicolle   Nowosielski 

13683 Goodrich Rd. 

Britton, MI 49229 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ashley   Oberdick 

9288  Silverside Dr. 

South Lyon, MI 48178 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Chris   Oesterling 

304 Jarvis Street 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Margaret   O'Rourke 

430 Harborway 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sarah   Paddock 

9586 Alice Hill Dr.  

Dexter, MI 48130 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

John   Palladino 

2626 Traver Blvd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tim   Panagis 

1120 Nielsen Court 

Apt 1 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Stephen   Paparo 

1522 Pine Valley Blvd 

Apt. G 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Darlene   Parish 

6106 Vail Drive 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tiffany   Parlove 

3370 Frains Lake Rd.  

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Carrie & Jerrold   Paton 

1332 Harry Street 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sylvie   Perez 

2835 S. Wagner Road 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Philip   Pucillo 

7451 Foasdick Rd 

Saline, MI 48176 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Errile   Pusod 

1162 Stamford Rd. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tammy   Ramirez 

3414  Endsleigh Lane 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Bryan   Ramson 

213 Miller Ave. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Robert   Rasor 

348 Hilldale Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Emily   Reagan 

1917 Geddes Ave. #1 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Agnes   Rice-Byrne 

3320 Burbank Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Geoff & Kelly   Riches 

3461 Ashburnam 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Alexandra   Rodriquez 

1552 Plymouth Rd. Apt# 21 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Gordon   Roedding 

44885 Leslie 

Canton, MI 48187 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Katherine   Rush 

1633 Leaird Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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fun facts 
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 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Paul   Russell 

2611 Daleview Dr. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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 Share photos of your 
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for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Michelle   Rutherford 

1180 Mower 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sandya   Sathananthan-

Waas 

3173 Redland Court 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Joshua   Schaible 

3750 Oakridge Ct 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nathan   Schmall 

2125 Golfside  #201 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sara   Schreiber-Rose 

2682 Arrowwood Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Carl   Schultz 

19 N Washington 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Catherine   Scott 

P.O. Box 970054-5740 Textile 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Erin   Scruggs 

4270 Adams Cir 

Wayne, MI 48184 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Srijan   Sen 

3044 Barclay Way 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Manish   Senta 

1595 Pauline Blvd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Julie Ann   Sims 

9601 Bayview Drive #302 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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 Amaze your friends 
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fun facts 
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 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Dale   Sirkle 

1527 Natalie Lane, Apt 208 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ann   Smith 

6988 McKean Rd  Lot #166 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   Snyder 

2486 Whitmore Lake Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kellie   Sobanski 

6655 Jackson Rd. Lot 367 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Sharon   St. Mary 

1724 Traver Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Molly   Stamos 

2402 Yorkshire Rd 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Danielle   Stevens 

11201 Rolston Rd. 

Byron, MI 48418 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Cherish   Stoker 

2500 Lakeshore Blvd. Apt. 

#A5/6 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Nancy   Stoll 

1314 Broadway St. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Pets n Things   Store 

541 E Michigan Ave. 

Saline, MI 48158 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Janice   Sutton 

600 West Huron Apt# 123 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tomasz   Szumiec 

1737 Broadview Ln 

Apt #413 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Zoli   Tabacchi 

515 Maus Ave 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laura   Talsma 

1361 Kensington Drive 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Lukas   Tasker 

2402 Victoria Ave 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Scott   Thomas 

3462 Timberwood 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Bradley   Thompson 

3601 Pontiac Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Carol   Townsend 

14427 Elm  

Plymouth, MI 48170 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Janisa   Truhn 

221 Emerson Ave 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jacob   Truitt 

7480 Tuttle Hill Road 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Elaina   Turri 

3750 Cordley Lake Rd 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Christine   Urwin 

402 W. Liberty #204 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Irma   Valdez 

6125 Boywe Dr. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Jennifer   Valdivia 

348 Larkspur St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Casey & Brad   VanCamp 

3132 Aspen Trail 

Adrian, MI 49221 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Gregg   VanDamme 

2125 International Drive 

Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Catherine   Wagoner 

906 Rose Ave 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Angela   Walton 

434 Village Green Blvd 

#201 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Natalie   Walts 

19021 Loveland 

Livonia, MI 48152 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Patty   Weinrick 

7238 Durness Dr. 

Columbus, OH 43235 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Marc   Weiser 

530 Hillspur Road 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Ted   Welling 

4838 Hidden Brook Lane 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
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Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Bill   Widmayer 

626 Putnam 

Pinckney, MI 48169 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Laurie   Wilson 

2747 Parkwood Ave 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Hannah   Wise 

2570 Forest Shores Drive 

Charlevoix, MI 49720 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Rose   Wisniewski 

2681 Arrowwood Trail 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anne   Wood-Alatalo 

9400 Warren 

Plymouth, MI 48170 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Robyn   Woodra 

1950 Mary Catherine St. 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 

 

 

Airborne Allergies Assault Animals Also 

City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
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 Stay up to date on our 
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sions and help out fel-
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experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 
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 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Min   Xiang 

5320 Betheny Circle 

Ypsilanti, MI 48198 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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Inside this issue: 

 Stay up to date on our 

promotions and events 

 Join in on our discus-

sions and help out fel-

low pet lovers with your 

experience 

 Gain valuable informa-

tion that can keep your 

pets happy and healthy 

 Amaze your friends 

with animal stats and 

fun facts 

 Share photos of your 

pets and enter contests 

for great prizes 

 Earn a $5 credit to-

wards your pets future 

care 

Join us on Facebook 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Corinne   Yarbrough 

3357 Cromwell Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Mikhail   Yermalewka 

2513 Braeburn Cir 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Anna   Zekany 

2696 Antietam Ct 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Tony   Zervogiannis 

1315 Rosewood 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 

Page 3 

We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Boya   Zhang 

1811 Hiawatha Pl 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Kyle   Zini 

2068 Pauline Blvd 

Apt 1B 

Ann Arbor, MI 48103 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622


Long time allergy sufferers know this 

time of year well.  It’s the second coming 

of allergy season and just the thought of 

going outside can start your eyes water-

ing and your nose sneezing.  We humans 

aren’t the only ones that fight with aller-

gies; our furry, little allergen factories 

can also suffer from the same airborne 

allergies that afflict humans.  The biggest 

difference between our allergy suffering 

comes from the symptoms. 

Pets with allergies commonly come 

into the clinic with itchiness, redness and 

bad odor on the skin.  Allergies are often 

the trigger that lead to secondary skin or 

ear infections often coupled with hair loss 

(see diagram below for more informa-

tion).  If you notice that your pet is con-

stantly chewing on their skin and paws, 

that may also be a sign of an allergy. 

Airborne allergies are not the only 

cause of these symptoms.  Your pet may 

have a flea allergy, food allergy, infection 

or another cause of skin or ear irritation 

and therefore should be seen by a veteri-

narian to diagnose the problem.  Mainly 

allergies are a clinical diagnosis based on 

history and examination findings.  Aller-

gies can also develop over time, so it’s 

important to get your pet in to see the 

veterinarian. 

If your pet is suffering from one or 

multiple of the symptoms below please 

call or email the clinic to set up an ap-

pointment. 
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City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
will be celebrating our 3rd Anni-
versary this month.  The clinic 
has been growing since that 
first day back in September of 
2011.  We have met over 1430 
clients and over 2200 patients 
in those three years.  Over the 
last three years, we have per-
formed over 6500 exams! 

We didn’t stop there either!  
We’ve performed surgeries on 
everything from chameleons to 
sugar gliders.  We’ve provided 

routine care to pot-
belly pigs, chick-
ens, boas and 
even a wild deer 
that literally ran 
into our clinic.  (He 
must have heard 

about the doctors’ reputa-
tion.)  In addition to routine, 
and not so routine, medical 
care, we have added pet 
acupuncture done by Dr. 
Kruttlin and orthopedic sur-
gery performed by Dr. 
Gumbs to our list of services. 

The clinic has also been 
given the opportunity to be 
involved in some great com-
munity events, including the 
Walk at the Arb and Pet 
Fest.  We’ve also been able 
to sponsor a local sports 
team and work with many 
great professionals in the 
animal care field, from dog 
walkers to animal behavior-
ists.  With our clients help, 
we were even able to start 

our own annual event, The 
Puppy Up Walk, which cele-
brated its second anniversary 
this summer (see Summer Up-
dates).  

The most exciting growth 
over the last three years has 
been the growth of the City 
Pets family.  Dr. Weinrick wel-
comed a new baby girl, Molly, 
and Mario joined Sid as our 
second clinic cat.  Bill, Jess 
and Sarah (see page 3) joined 
us, while we were sad to see 
an original leave for Texas.  
We miss you Dorie!  

Thank you for everything 
because without you the last 3 
years wouldn’t have been pos-
sible.  We look forward to what 
the next 3 years bring!  

Three Cheers for Three Years 
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October is our Bi-Annual Dental Month 

 Halloween isn’t the only thing to look 

forward to this October, it’s our Bi-Annual 

Dental Month as well!  In honor of clean teeth 

and healthy mouths we are offering a discount 

on dentals performed in October.  If you aren’t 

sure that your pet needs a dental we will do a 

free dental evaluation during the month of Oc-

tober as well.  Please note that this evaluation 

does not include the cost of blood 

work or a comprehensive exam if 

your pet hasn’t been seen in the 

last six months.   

 When your pet comes in 

for a dental cleaning , it is done 

under anesthesia.  The teeth and 

gums are thoroughly inspected to 

ensure that all the teeth are 

healthy.  Any teeth the doctor finds to be 

unhealthy are then extracted to ensure that 

the tooth does not cause a problem down 

the road.  The remaining teeth are then 

scraped, cleaned with an ultrasonic scaler 

and polished.  A dental rinse of fluoride and 

sealant is used to finish off the cleaning. 

 Dental cleanings are not a procedure 

exclusively for older pets either.  Re-

search has shown that pets as young 

as two years old can benefit from a 

professional dental cleaning.  Owners 

often report improved comfort, better 

appetite and better breath after a 

pet’s dental cleaning.  Please contact 

the clinic for more information or to 

schedule your pets’ dental evaluation.   



With the Labor Day 

weekend officially over, we 

all must come to terms with 

the fact that summer is end-

ing.  It’s not all bad news 

though, because that means 

the holiday season is ap-

proaching.  (It’s never too 

early to get your favorite vet 

clinic a present, either!)  We 

want to help you get your 

pet ready for the holiday 

season with a few helpful 

tips and reminders. 

As is par for the course, 

we want to remind everyone 

of the dangers associated 

with the time of year.  Poin-

settias are a popular flower 

around the holiday season, 

but be careful because they 

are extremely poisonous for 

our fuzzy flower grazers.  

Halloween candy can also 

be a danger to your hair-

raising hound and fear-

some feline.  Ensure that 

chocolate, both candy and 

baking, are kept out of 

reach of pets and that all 

meat bones are disposed of 

properly.  Bones should not 

be given to pets as they can 

splinter and cause injures 

in the mouth and digestive 

tract.  Be mindful of rib-

bons and other decorations 

because they can present a 

choking hazard or block 

your pet’s digestive tract.  

The holiday season 

isn’t all scary stuff though.  

City Pets will be having a 

Holiday Open House on 

November 15th.  There will 

be refreshments for both  

pets and their people.  

There will also be a profes-

sional photographer to take 

your pet’s holiday photo.  

Mark your calendars and join 

us for some howling-good holi-

day fun. 
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We’ve noticed a ton of new faces coming into the clinic for pet 

care, and you may have noticed a new face behind our front desk 

too.  Meet Sarah, the newest member of the City Pets Vet 

Clinic team! 

Sarah returned to the Ann Arbor area after two years 

in Alabama and reports Nick Saban isn’t all that bad.  She 

will be attending Baker College this fall and applying for 

the Vet Technician program in April. 

She’s getting plenty of hands-on experience both at the 

clinic and at home where she lives on a farm with her 

Great Pyrenees, “Meekah”.  In her free time, she enjoys 

riding horses, milking cows and chasing goats. 

Welcome Sarah!   

Getting Geared Up for the Holiday Season 
Don’t wait until the 

last minute to get 

your pet up to date 

on all their vaccines! 

Schedule your ap-

pointment now be-

fore they head to the 

boarding facility this 

holiday season. 

Sarah is the one without 

feathers. 

Summer Updates 

 As the summer months begin to wind down we just wanted to take 

some time to update everyone on some of the fun that’s been going on at the 

clinic: 

 Our 2nd Annual Puppy Up Walk was a great success!  Thank you to all our partici-

pants, sponsors and cancer survivors.  We are already looking forward to making next 

year’s walk the biggest one yet! 

 Speaking of “biggest”, our Biggest Loser: Pet Edition is nearing the end and we want to 

congratulate all our pets that have lost weight and encourage everyone to keep going! 

Note:  If we are closed 

and you have an animal 

emergency, please call 

the Emergency 

Veterinary Hospital on 

Jackson Road in  

Ann Arbor at  

(734) 369-6446 (also 

treats birds and other  

exotic pets). 



1723 Plymouth Rd. 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

Phone: 734-929-4071 

Fax: 734-929-4072 

E-mail: info@CityPetsVetClinic.com 

www.CityPetsVetClinic.com 
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Hours 

Monday:        8am-6pm 

Tuesday:       8am-5pm 

Wednesday:  8am-5pm 

Thursday:      8am-6pm 

Friday:           8am-5pm 

Saturday:      9am-Noon 

Upcoming Specials & Events 

 September 19th -  City Pets Veterinary Clinic 
Three Year Anniversary 

 
 November 15th - City Pets Open House and 

Holiday Party: Come celebrate the holidays with 
us.  Refreshments, pet photos and fun! 

 
 October - Bi-Annual Dental Month: Free Dental 

Exams (See Page 2 for details) and discounts on 
Dental Cleanings 

 
 City Pets will be closed on the following days:  

 November 27 
 December 24 & 25 
 January 1 

 

 
 
 

Dana   Zurvazec 

640 Gentry Ct. 

Howell, MI 48843 

http://www.citypetsvetclinic.com
http://www.facebook.com/pages/City-Pets-Veterinary-Clinic/170693246346622

